
Shocking Wrestling Plans You Won't Believe
Actually Happened
Wrestling has always been known for its larger-than-life characters, captivating
storylines, and jaw-dropping matches. Throughout its history, the industry has
witnessed some truly shocking plans that have left fans in disbelief. From
unexpected character transformations to controversial storylines, there have been
moments that still leave wrestling enthusiasts in awe.

1. The Undertaker's Supernatural Resurrection

One of the most iconic characters in wrestling history is The Undertaker. Known
for his mysterious persona and unbeatable streak at WrestleMania, The
Undertaker has always had an aura of invincibility surrounding him. However, in a
shocking turn of events, WWE decided to script his character's death in 1994.
Fans were left stunned as they witnessed The Undertaker being buried alive by
his rival, Yokozuna.

Little did they know that this was part of a larger storyline that would culminate in
The Undertaker's supernatural resurrection. Weeks later, during a casket match,
the lights went out, and The Undertaker emerged from the casket unscathed.
This shocking resurrection solidified his status as an otherworldly being, adding a
new layer to his character and captivating fans like never before.
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2. The Montreal Screwjob

In 1997, Shawn Michaels and Bret "The Hitman" Hart were involved in one of the
most controversial moments in wrestling history. In a match for the WWE
Championship at Survivor Series, tensions between the two superstars were
running high. As the match neared its end, Vince McMahon, the owner of WWE,
instructed the referee to call for the bell, ending the match prematurely and
awarding the victory to Michaels.

This shocking incident, known as the Montreal Screwjob, was a departure from
the usual scripted outcomes. Bret Hart, who was leaving WWE for rival promotion
WCW, had not agreed to lose the championship in his home country of Canada.
This resulted in a real-life confrontation between Hart and McMahon backstage,
causing a major uproar within the wrestling community. The Montreal Screwjob
forever changed the way wrestling fans perceived the authenticity of the sport.

3. Stone Cold Steve Austin's Heel Turn

In 2001, Stone Cold Steve Austin shocked the wrestling world once again with an
unexpected character transformation. Austin, known for his rebellious anti-
establishment persona, had been a fan favorite for years. However, it was during
the Invasion storyline involving rival promotion WCW that Austin made a stunning
decision.

During the climax of the storyline, Austin aligned himself with the WCW and ECW
wrestlers, turning his back on the WWE fans. This infamous moment, known as
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Austin's "heel turn," left fans in disbelief. The reaction from the audience was
intense, with many feeling betrayed by their beloved hero. This shocking twist
injected new life into Austin's character and created a captivating storyline that
kept fans on the edge of their seats.

4. The Ultimate Warrior's Resurrection

The Ultimate Warrior was another larger-than-life character in the wrestling world.
Known for his high-energy persona and intense ring entrance, Warrior was a fan
favorite during his prime. However, in 1996, Warrior abruptly left WWE due to
contract disputes, leading to his character being written off the show.

Years later, in one of the most shocking moments in wrestling history, Warrior
made a surprise return to WWE in 2014. He appeared on Monday Night Raw,
delivering an emotional speech to the fans. Unfortunately, just days later, Warrior
tragically passed away, making this unexpected resurrection even more poignant
and unforgettable.

5. WrestleMania III's Epic Encounter

WrestleMania III is often remembered for one of the most shocking moments in
wrestling history. The main event featured Hulk Hogan defending his WWE
Championship against the undefeated Andre the Giant. The match itself was a
spectacle, but it was the finish that left fans in absolute awe.

Hogan, known for his incredible strength, lifted Andre the Giant in a feat of
superhuman strength and body slammed him to the canvas. The crowd erupted
in disbelief as Hogan executed this unprecedented move on a man who was
considered unbeatable. This historic moment solidified Hogan's place as one of
the greatest icons in wrestling and is still talked about to this day.



Throughout the history of professional wrestling, shocking plans and unexpected
twists have played a significant role in captivating fans. The Undertaker's
supernatural resurrection, the Montreal Screwjob, Stone Cold Steve Austin's heel
turn, The Ultimate Warrior's resurrection, and WrestleMania III's epic encounter
are just a few examples of the countless shocking moments that have left
wrestling fans in awe.

These jaw-dropping moments not only add excitement to the scripted world of
wrestling but also challenge our perceptions of what is possible within the realm
of sports entertainment. As fans continue to tune in, they eagerly anticipate the
next shocking plan that will push the boundaries and create unforgettable
memories.
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Far from just ideas contributed in jest or marked as ‘maybe’, these are the
Shocking Plans You Won’t Believe ACTUALLY Happened!

Professional wrestling is an industry unlike almost any other, with theatrical
conflict used as the primary motivation for feats of incredible physical pursuit in
front of rapturous live crowds and enchanted television audiences. It’s also the
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place where real men shoot fake laser beams from their eyes, regularly douse
their rivals in faeces, and advertise their genitals on t-shirts.

Join us and find out:

- How Vince McMahon celebrated becoming a billionaire by indulging in a
fascination with his own posterior

- How Triple H dabbled in bigotry, nepotism and simulated sexual activity with a
mannequin in order to topple his rivals

- How The Undertaker went from burying his opponents alive to crucifying and
hanging them instead

- How Sesame Street’s Elmo ended up on WWE sex tape

- How all of these things and so many others like them *really* happened

The toxic combination of a business model with limited morals and a creative
stage with limitless potential, wrestling has plunged beyond the realms of virtually
every Sports or Entertainment vehicle to deliver the unbelievable, unthinkable
and – at times – unwatchable.
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